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abstract
Sphere close packed (SCP) lattice arrangements of points are well-suited for formulating
symmetric quadrature rules on simplexes, as they are symmetric under affine transformations of the simplex unto itself in 2D and 3D. As a result, SCP lattice arrangements have been
utilized to formulate symmetric quadrature rules with Np = 1, 4, 10, 20, 35, and 56 points
on the 3-simplex (Shunn and Ham, 2012). In what follows, the work on the 3-simplex is extended, and SCP lattices are employed to identify symmetric quadrature rules with Np = 1,
3, 6, 10, 15, 21, 28, 36, 45, 55, and 66 points on the 2-simplex and Np = 84 points on the
3-simplex. These rules are found to be capable of exactly integrating polynomials of up to
degree 17 in 2D and up to degree 9 in 3D.
© 2014 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
There have been significant efforts to identify high-order quadrature rules on d-simplex and d-hypercube geometries as
evidenced by the surveys in [1–5]. On the d-hypercube, it is well-known that optimal (or near optimal) quadrature rules with
Np = nd points can be constructed from tensor products of 1D Gauss–Legendre quadrature rules with n points [6]. These
quadrature rules are widely used because, in addition to their optimality (or near optimality), they are symmetric (as they
are invariant under reflections and rotations that map the d-hypercube unto itself), possess positive weights, and have points
located within the interior of the d-hypercube. Due to these desirable properties, there have been attempts to extend the
Gauss–Legendre rules to d-simplexes (cf. [6,7]). The simplest of such approaches has involved constructing Gauss–Legendre
rules on the d-hypercube and then degenerating vertices until the d-simplex is obtained. However, in general the resulting
rules are no longer symmetric on the d-simplex, as they contain anisotropic clusters of points near the degenerate vertices.
In addition, the optimality of these rules has yet to be shown analytically. In fact, to the authors’ knowledge, no one has
identified a family of symmetric quadrature rules on the d-simplex for which optimality can be rigorously proven. For this
reason, the formulation of quadrature rules on the d-simplex remains an open area of research, as demonstrated by the
recent work presented in [8–17].
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(a) Np = 1.

(b) Np = 4.

(c) Np = 10.

(d) Np = 20.

(e) Np = 35.

(f) Np = 56.

19

(g) Np = 84.
Fig. 1. Cubic close packed (CCP) configurations on tetrahedra with Np = 1, 4, 10, 20, 35, 56, and 84 points.

Of particular interest, is the effort by Shunn and Ham in [17] to construct quadrature rules on the 3-simplex based on
cubic close packing (CCP) arrangements of points. In their work, the CCP arrangements of points (i.e., the CCP lattices) are
defined by the centers of spheres in the CCP configuration, as shown in Fig. 1 for the cases of Np = 1, 4, 10, 20, 35, 56, and 84.
The CCP lattices are viewed as the 3-simplex analog to the uniform cartesian lattices on which the Gauss–Legendre rules
on the 3-hypercube are based, in the sense that they possess the same properties of symmetry on the 3-simplex as uniform
cartesian lattices possess on the 3-hypercube. Based on this fact, it was supposed that an optimal family of symmetric
quadrature rules on the 3-simplex could be obtained by employing the CCP lattices as initial conditions to optimization
procedures for identifying the rules. Following this approach, a family of symmetric, locally optimal quadrature rules on the
3-simplex with Np = 1, 4, 10, 20, 35, and 56 points was obtained [17].
This work attempts to extend the approach in [17] to identify new quadrature rules on the d-simplex for the cases of
d = 2 and d = 3. This extension requires the construction of CCP lattices in 2-space (sometimes referred to as ‘hexagonal
packing lattices’), which are shown in Fig. 2 for the cases of Np = 1, 3, 6, 10, 15, 21, 28, 36, 45, 55, and 66.
For convenience, the analogs of the CCP lattices in d-space will henceforth be referred to as d-sphere close packed lattices
(d-SCP lattices). It is useful to note that, in general, the number of points in the d-SCP lattices (the values of Np for the lattices)
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(a) Np = 1.

(b) Np = 3.

(c) Np = 6.

(d) Np = 10.

(e) Np = 15.

(f) Np = 21.

(g) Np = 28.

(h) Np = 36.

(i) Np = 45.

(j) Np = 55.

(k) Np = 66.

Fig. 2. Cubic close packed (CCP) configurations on triangles with Np = 1, 3, 6, 10, 15, 21, 28, 36, 45, 55, and 66 points.

can be expressed as a function of Nl , the number of layers of d-spheres in the lattices, as follows
Np =

(Nl − 1 + d)!
,
d! (Nl − 1)!

(1)

where each layer is of dimension d − 1.
The remainder of this article is structured as follows. Section 2 presents requirements for the quadrature rules and
introduces the theoretical machinery that enables these requirements to be enforced. Section 3 discusses the practical
procedure for obtaining the quadrature rules through solving nonlinearly constrained optimization problems. Section 4 and
Appendices A and B summarize the quadrature point locations and weights for the resulting rules. Finally, Section 5 presents
the results of numerical experiments evaluating the orders of accuracy and absolute errors of the quadrature rules.
2. Overview of the theory of quadrature rules on simplexes
This section will describe the theoretical basis of the standard approach for finding quadrature rules on d-simplexes. The
description presented here is a generalization of the description of Shunn and Ham in [17].
2.1. Preliminary definition of the problem
Consider the domain  which resides in a d-dimensional space with coordinate vector x ∈ Rd . Suppose that a scalarvalued function f (x) is well-defined on  (such that f (x) ∈ R∀x ∈ ) and that the integral of f (x) on  is also well-defined
such that


F ≡


f (x)d,

F ∈ R.

(2)

In this case, F can be approximated using a quadrature rule (F ) as follows

F ≡ V ()

N
p

i =1


wi f (xi ) ≈ F ,

(3)
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where V () denotes the volume of , and xi and wi denote the locations and weights of the quadrature points, respectively.
Note that the error ϵ introduced by the quadrature approximation in Eq. (3) can be defined as follows
F −F

ϵ≡

V ( )

.

(4)

Now, suppose that  is defined to be the d-simplex with vertices v1 , . . . , vd+1 . One may redefine the quadrature rule in
Eq. (3) in terms of the d-simplicial definitions of the volume V () and the quadrature point locations xi . In particular, the
volume of the d-simplex can be defined using the Cayley–Menger determinant as follows
1
det (B) ,
(5)
d!
where B is a matrix which has columns that are constructed from the differences between vertices of the d-simplex, i.e.,
V () =

B = (v2 − v1 ) · · · (vd+1 − v1 ) .





(6)

In addition, the quadrature point locations xi can be expressed as the following linear combinations of the d-simplex vertices
xi =

d+1


ai,j vj .

(7)

j =1

Upon substituting the expressions for V () and xi from Eqs. (5) and (7) into Eq. (3), one obtains the following general
expression for the quadrature rule F on the d-simplex

F =

1
d!


det (B)

Np



wi f

i=1

d+1



ai,j vj

.

(8)

j=1

2.2. Quadrature rule requirements
Before proceeding further, it is useful to review the requirements that quadrature rules are usually constrained to satisfy.
In accordance with the discussions in [3], each quadrature rule is required to:

•
•
•
•

Integrate a polynomial of the highest possible order and minimize the magnitude of the truncation error term.
Ensure that all quadrature weights are non-negative in order to minimize the possibility of cancellation errors.
Ensure that there are no quadrature points located outside of the d-simplex.
Ensure that all quadrature points are symmetrically arranged within the d-simplex. The quadrature rule must be invariant
under affine transformations of the d-simplex unto itself.

In addition, on the 2-simplex it is desirable (but not required) that all quadrature rules preserve the layered structure
of the corresponding 2-SCP configuration. More precisely, it is convenient if the quadrature rules have rows of points for
which the number of points is the same as the number of points in a complementary row of the 2-SCP configuration. Here
it is important to note that a row of points is defined such that the y coordinates of all the points in a given row are greater
than all y coordinates of the points in the row below and less than all y coordinates of points in the row above (with natural
exceptions for the top-most and bottom-most rows). When the points can be partitioned into rows in this way, it facilitates
the creation of mappings between the indices of quadrature points on pairs of 2-simplexes. These mappings are useful
in certain applications, for example, in numerical integration procedures on triangular (2-simplex) faces of elements in
3D meshes of tetrahedra (3-simplexes) that are frequently employed in discontinuous finite element methods. Refer to
Appendix A for details regarding this topic.
2.3. Enforcement of quadrature rule requirements
Evidently, the objective is to find the particular rule (or set of rules) that satisfies the requirements of the previous section.
Of these requirements, it is perhaps most important to find a quadrature rule which satisfies the first one, namely finding
a quadrature rule which integrates a polynomial of the highest possible degree and minimizes the approximation error ϵ
(Eq. (4)) for a given number of quadrature points Np . More precisely, ϵ ∼ O (δ n ) must be minimized, where n is the highest
possible order, and where δ is the ‘characteristic’ length of edges between neighboring vertices vk and vk+1 of the d-simplex
(where k ≤ d). In order to begin finding a quadrature rule that meets this criterion, consider approximating f (x) with a nth
order Taylor series expansion about the centroid x0 of  (denoted by fn (x)) where
fn (x) ≡ f (x) + O δ n ,

 

(9)

so that Eq. (8) becomes

F =

1
d!


det (B)

Np

i=1


wi fn

d+1

j =1


ai,j vj



+ O δ n +d .

(10)
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Setting Eq. (10) aside for the moment, consider integrating both sides of Eq. (9) over the domain  in order to obtain the
following expression for F



fn (x) d + O δ n+d ≡ Fn + O δ n+d .





F =






(11)

Upon substituting F and F from Eqs. (10) and (11), and V () from Eq. (5) into Eq. (4), one obtains the following expression
for the error term ϵ

ϵ=

Fn d!
det (B)

N
p


−


wi fn

i=1

d+1



ai,j vj

 
+ O δn ,

(12)

j=1

which is equivalent to

 
ϵ = ϵn + O δ n ,

(13)

where

ϵn ≡

F n d!
det (B)

−

N
p



wi fn

i =1

d+1



ai,j vj

.

(14)

j =1

It is well-known that ϵn is proportional to δ n [17]. Therefore, upon combining this result and the result of Eq. (13), one
concludes that

 
ϵ ∼ O δn ,

(15)

as expected.
From this analysis, it can be seen that the quadrature rule error scales with the order of the term ϵn . Therefore, satisfying
the first quadrature rule requirement simplifies to optimizing the quadrature point locations and weights such that ϵn is
minimized for the maximum possible value of n.
The remaining quadrature rule requirements can be satisfied as follows. The second requirement states that the
quadrature weights must be non-negative, which is equivalent to requiring that

wi ≥ 0.

(16)

In addition, the third requirement states that the quadrature points must not lie outside of the d-simplex, which is equivalent
to placing the following conditions on the coefficients ai,j
d+1


ai,j ≥ 0,

ai,j = 1.

(17)

j =1

The fourth requirement states that the quadrature points must be arranged in a symmetric fashion within the d-simplex.
In order to satisfy this requirement, one must enforce additional constraints on the coefficients ai,j . Prior to formulating
these constraints, it is convenient to first formulate a symmetric d-simplex on which to enforce them. Of course, symmetry
constraints may be enforced on any d-simplex, as a linear mapping to transform quadrature points from the initial simplex
to any other simplex of the same dimension can always be defined. However, it is more convenient to construct these
constraints on the standard, equilateral d-simplex (denoted by S ) whose centroid (x0 ) is located at the origin. Evidently,
S is convenient to utilize because it has d!-fold symmetry in the sense that all of the d! unique, affine, symmetric
transformations that are possible for the d-simplex merely result in S being transformed unto itself. However, it also
possesses some additional useful properties. In particular, the ‘characteristic’ edge length δ is straightforward to define,
as the length of each edge is identical. Furthermore, because x0 is located at the origin, one is ensured that Taylor series
expansions about x0 are simple to formulate, as all terms which contain components of the vector (x − x0 )m can be reduced
to contain only components of xm .
Now, having established the useful properties of the equilateral d-simplex S , it is important to examine the analytical
form for the equilateral 2-simplex and 3-simplex that will serve as the focus for the remainder of this article. The equilateral
2-simplex with edge length δ is formed from the following three vertices



3

− ,−

v1 = δ

2


v2 = δ

1
2

6

√ 
,−

3

6

√ 


v3 = δ

√ 

1

0,

3

3

.

(18)
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Upon substituting the vertices from Eq. (18) into Eq. (5), one finds that the 2-simplex has a volume of V (S ) = δ
addition, it is useful to note that Eq. (2) can be reformulated on the 2-simplex as follows
y1



x1



23

√
2

3/4. In

f (x, y) dx dy,

F =

(19)

x0

y0

where the limits of integration x0 , x1 , y0 , and y1 are defined as follows

√ √
3

x0 = −

3

√ √



3

δ−y

3

x1 =

√

3

3

3


δ−y

(20)

√

3

y0 = −

3

δ

y1 =

3

δ.

(21)

6
3
The equilateral 3-simplex with edge length δ is formed from the following four vertices

√



3

1

− ,−

v1 = δ

2

1

v2 = δ

2

3

,−

6

,−

6

12

√ 

3

0,

6

12

√ 

√



,−

3

6

12

√ 


v4 = δ

,−

√



v3 = δ

6

√ 

0, 0,

6

.

4

(22)

Upon substituting the vertices from Eq. (22) into Eq. (5), one finds that the 3-simplex has a volume of V (S ) = δ 3
In addition, it is useful to note that Eq. (2) can be reformulated on the 3-simplex as follows



z1

y1



x1



F =
z0

y0

f (x, y) dx dy dz ,

√

2/12.

(23)

x0

where the limits of integration x0 , x1 , y0 , y1 , z0 , and z1 are defined as follows

√ √ √
x0 = −

3

3

2

2

√ √
y0 = −

2

4

6

4
6

4



√ √ √



δ−z −y

x1 =

3

2

6

2

4

√ √


δ−z

3

y1 =

2

2

6

4





δ−z −y

(24)


δ−z

(25)

√

√
6

6
δ
z1 =
δ.
(26)
12
4
Having established precise definitions for the d = 2 and d = 3 standard simplexes, symmetry constraints on the
coefficients ai,j for each of these simplexes may now be formulated. For convenience, one may impose the constraints by
introducing parameters αk which symmetrically parameterize the point locations xi , and indirectly via Eq. (7) parameterize
(and constrain) the ai,j ’s. In this way, the problem simplifies to finding the symmetry parameters αk , from which xi (αk )
and ai,j (xi ) immediately follow. This is convenient because there are frequently far fewer parameters αk than there are
coefficients ai,j . For example, consider the symmetric parameterization of the 2-simplex with Np = 15 points (as illustrated
in Fig. 2(e)). In this case, there are a total of 15 (d + 1) = 45 unknown coefficients ai,j , whereas there are only five
unknown parameters αk (where k = 1, . . . , 5). The reduction in the number of variables arises naturally from the symmetry
requirements. In particular, due to symmetry, six of the fifteen points are required to lie along lines between the centroid x0
and the vertices v1 , v2 , and v3 of the 2-simplex. Because there are three vertices, there are a total of two points along lines
between each vertex and the centroid, and there are in turn two symmetry parameters α1 and α2 which define the point
locations xi as follows
z0 = −

xi = α1 vi

where i = 1, 2, 3

xi = α2 vi−3

where i = 4, 5, 6.

(27)

Furthermore, there are three points which are required to lie along lines between the centroid and the midpoints of the
simplex edges. The locations of these points can be defined using a single symmetry parameter α3 as follows
xi = α3 vj + vm





where i = 7, 8, 9, 1 ≤ j, m ≤ 3, j ̸= m.

(28)

24
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Finally, there are six points which must lie along lines which emanate from the centroid and intersect the simplex edges at
locations between the edge midpoints and the vertices. The locations of these points can be defined using two symmetry
parameters α4 and α5 as follows
xi = α4 vj + α5 vm

where i = 10, 11, 12

xi = α5 vj + α4 vm

where i = 13, 14, 15.

(29)

Eqs. (27)–(29) provide a complete description of the symmetric point locations in terms of the five symmetry variables
α1 , . . . , α 5 .
Next, in order to recover the coefficients ai,j from the parameters αk , one may reformulate Eq. (7) in terms of the following
linear system

      ai,1 
v2
1

v1
1

v3
1

ai,2
ai,3

xi

 
= yi ,

(30)

1

where the fact that ai,1 + ai,2 + ai,3 = 1 (Eq. (17)) has been used.
A similar procedure for enforcing the symmetry constraints can be employed on the 3-simplex. For example, consider the
symmetric arrangement of Np = 84 points on the 3-simplex (as illustrated in Fig. 1(g)). There are a total of 84 (d + 1) = 336
parameters ai,j , however, it turns out that symmetry constraints need only be enforced on fourteen parameters αk (where
k = 1, . . . , 14). In particular, due to symmetry, eight of the eighty-four points must be located along lines from the centroid
x0 to each of the vertices v1 , v2 , v3 , and v4 . The locations of these points can be expressed in terms of the symmetry parameters
α1 and α2 as follows
xi = α1 vi

where i = 1, 2, 3, 4

xi = α2 vi−4

where i = 5, 6, 7, 8.

(31)

In addition, twelve points must be located along lines between the centroid and the midpoints of the simplex edges. The
locations of these points can be expressed in terms of the symmetry parameters α3 and α4 as follows
xi = α3 vj + vm





where i = 9, . . . , 14

xi = α4 vj + vm



where i = 15, . . . , 20.



1 ≤ j, m ≤ 4, j ̸= m
(32)

Furthermore, twenty-four points must be located along lines which emanate from the centroid and intersect the simplex
edges at locations between the edge midpoints and the vertices. The locations of these points can be expressed in terms of
the symmetry parameters α5 , α6 , α7 , and α8 as follows
xi = α5 vj + α6 vm

where i = 21, . . . , 26

xi = α6 vj + α5 vm

where i = 27, . . . , 32

xi = α7 vj + α8 vm

where i = 33, . . . , 38

xi = α8 vj + α7 vm

where i = 39, . . . , 44.

(33)

Finally, the locations of the remaining forty points are composed from all possible unique, symmetric, linear combinations
of the three vertices of each face. The locations of these points can be expressed in terms of the symmetry parameters
α9 , . . . , α14 as follows
xi = α9 vj + vm + vl



where i = 45, 46, 47, 48



1 ≤ j, m, l ≤ 4, j ̸= m ̸= l
xi = α10 vj + α11 (vm + vl )

where i = 49, 50, 51, 52

xi = α10 vl + α11 vj + vm



where i = 53, 54, 55, 56

xi = α10 vm + α11 vl + vj



where i = 57, 58, 59, 60





xi = α12 vj + α13 vm + α14 vl

where i = 61, 62, 63, 64

xi = α12 vl + α13 vj + α14 vm

where i = 65, 66, 67, 68

xi = α12 vm + α13 vl + α14 vj

where i = 69, 70, 71, 72

xi = α12 vj + α14 vm + α13 vl

where i = 73, 74, 75, 76

xi = α12 vl + α14 vj + α13 vm

where i = 77, 78, 79, 80

xi = α12 vm + α14 vl + α13 vj

where i = 81, 82, 83, 84.

(34)

Eqs. (31)–(34) provide a complete description of the symmetric point locations in terms of the fourteen symmetry variables
α1 , . . . , α14 .
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One may recover the coefficients ai,j from the parameters αk by solving the following linear system of equations

 
a
        

 i,1 
v2
1

v1
1

v3
1

v4
1

ai,2



ai,3 
ai,4

=

 
x


 i
yi



 zi 

,

(35)

1

where the fact that ai,1 + ai,2 + ai,3 + ai,4 = 1 (Eq. (17)) has been used.
Finally, the fifth requirement (which is a soft requirement) states that the quadrature points on the 2-simplex should be
arranged in a way that is consistent with the 2-SCP layering. Since this is not a strict requirement, it need not be enforced
directly. However, it can be encouraged by employing 2-SCP configurations (or perturbed 2-SCP configurations) as initial
conditions for the optimization process utilized in identifying the quadrature rules. This process will be discussed in more
detail in the next section.
3. Computation of optimal quadrature rules
Quadrature rules on the 2 and 3-simplexes can be obtained by solving a series of constrained optimization problems. In
each of these problems, the symmetry variables (αk ’s) and the quadrature weights (wi ’s) are treated as unknowns. These
unknowns are subject to the inequality and equality constraints put forth in Section 2.3, which, for convenience, can be
reformulated as follows.
3.1. Reformulating the inequality and equality constraints
Inequality constraints on the unknowns are obtained from Eqs. (16) and (17). The constraints in Eq. (16) apply directly to
the wi ’s, however the constraints in Eq. (17) apply to the ai,j ’s and cannot be easily applied to the αk ’s. Nevertheless, in practice, it is frequently sufficient to weakly enforce the constraints in Eq. (17) by enforcing the following constraints on the αk ’s
1 ≥ αk ≥ 0.

(36)

These constraints do not ensure that the quadrature points remain inside of the d-simplex, but they encourage this by ensuring that all points lie inside of the d-sphere of radius d|v1 | centered at the centroid (x0 ) of the d-simplex.
Equality constraints on the unknowns are obtained by evaluating ϵn in Eq. (14). In particular, in order to obtain a
quadrature rule with truncation error of order δ n , it is required that all error terms of order less than δ n vanish, and therefore,
equality constraints are obtained by insisting that all error terms ϵm vanish for m = 0, . . . , (n − 1). The requirement that
ϵm = 0 can be written in matrix form as follows

ϵm = δ m (∂ fm )T Cm um = 0,

(37)

where (∂ fm ) is a vector of partial derivative terms of order m, Cm is a matrix of constant coefficients (which need not be full
rank), and um is a vector containing monomial terms of the unknown αk ’s and wi ’s. In order to ensure that Eq. (37) holds,
one requires that
T

Cm um = 0,

(38)

or equivalently

Cm um = 0,

(39)

where Cm is the matrix that arises from reducing Cm to row echelon form and removing all rows of zeros. Evidently
rank (Cm ) = rank (Cm ) if and only if Cm is full rank.
Now, the matrices Cm for m = 0, . . . , (n − 1) can be combined together into the matrix C , and similarly the vectors
um can be combined together in order to form the vector u. Thus, the final nonlinear system of equality constraints for the
quadrature rule of order n becomes C u = 0.
Evidently, the number of rows in C is equivalent to the number of equality constraints that must be satisfied. In order to
ensure that it is possible for the system of equations C u = 0 to have a solution, it is necessary for the number of unknowns
(αk ’s and wi ’s) to equal or exceed the number of equations. Therefore, for each of the quadrature rules obtained in this work,
the value of n was chosen such that the number of unknowns was greater than or equal to the number of unique equality
constraints associated with the error terms of order less than n.
Having established a methodology for forming the constraints and identifying the order of a quadrature rule n, one may
proceed to form an objective function and solve the resulting optimization problem.
3.2. Forming the objective function and solving the optimization problem
In following the approach of [17], the objective function Jn can be formed as the sum of the squares of all unique equality
constraints of degree n, i.e.,

Jn = uTn CnT Cn un .

(40)
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Table 1
Order of accuracy estimates for quadrature rules on the 2-simplex with Np = 1, 3, 6, 10,
15, 21, 28, 36, 45, 55, and 66 points. Estimates are provided for quadrature rules that are
consistent and inconsistent with the 2-SCP configurations.
Nl

Np

Order

Rules that are consistent with 2-SCP configurations
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

1
3
6
10
15
21
28
36
45
55
66

2
3
5
6
8
9
11
13
15
16
18

Rules that are inconsistent with 2-SCP configurations
9
10
11

45
55
66

15
16
18

In accordance with this definition, the constrained optimization problem for each quadrature rule of degree n becomes
minimize

Jn = uTn CnT Cn un

subject to

Cu = 0

wi ≥ 0,

1 ≥ αk ≥ 0.

(41)

In order to obtain the quadrature rules in this work, Eq. (41) was solved iteratively using a sequential quadratic programming
(SQP) algorithm. This algorithm was chosen due to its ability to treat equality and inequality constraints of linear and
nonlinear type. In accordance with the standard SQP approach (described in [18–21]), all constraints were incorporated into
a Lagrangian function, and approximate Hessians of this function (computed via the Broyden–Fletcher–Goldfarb–Shanno
(BFGS) method [22–25]) were used to create a sequence of quadratic programming subproblems. The subproblems were
solved using an Active-Set strategy (described in [26,27]) in order to obtain search directions, and a line search algorithm
(utilizing a merit function described in [28,29]) was employed in order to identify step lengths. In turn, these step lengths
and search directions were used to successively update the solution.
The converged, optimal solutions were sensitive to initial conditions, indicating that the optimization problems possessed
multiple local minima. In an effort to obtain global minima, 106 initial conditions were employed during the optimization of
each quadrature rule with Np = 1, 3, 6, 10, 15, 21, and 28 points on the 2-simplex, 105 initial conditions were employed for
the quadrature rules with Np = 36, 45, 55, and 66 points on the 2-simplex, and 2.5 × 104 initial conditions were employed
for the quadrature rule with Np = 84 points on the 3-simplex. These initial conditions were obtained by subjecting the
d-SCP configurations to random perturbations. The optimal quadrature rules obtained through this process are discussed in
the next section.
4. Results of optimization
Table B.1 in Appendix B contains a set of optimal quadrature rules on the 2-simplex with Np = 1, 3, 6, 10, 15, 21, 28, and
36 points. For the sake of brevity, additional optimal quadrature rules on the 2-simplex with Np = 45, 55, and 66 points are
accumulated in Table C.1 of [30]. Note that the quadrature rule parameters in each of the tables are given to fifteen decimal
places, in accordance with the limits on the precision of the computations. Figs. 3–4(c) illustrate the arrangements of points
for several of the rules. From the figures, it is apparent that the points are arranged symmetrically on the 2-simplex, the
points lie within the interior of the 2-simplex, and all point arrangements can be partitioned into rows that are consistent
with the corresponding 2-SCP configurations.
For the sake of completeness, the requirement on consistency with the 2-SCP configurations was relaxed, and an alternate
set of quadrature rules with Np = 45, 55, and 66 points was obtained on the 2-simplex. These quadrature rules (summarized
by Table C.2 of [30] and Fig. 4(d)–(f)) are more optimal than their counterparts in Table C.1, as they produce roughly an
additional order of magnitude decrease in the objective function.
Nevertheless, both sets of quadrature rules have the same theoretical order of truncation error (cf. Table 1), as the
magnitude of the objective function only governs the size of the constant that multiplies the truncation error term, and
not the order of the term itself. Recall that the order of the truncation error term is determined by the number of degrees of
freedom and the number of nonlinear constraints, which are identical for both sets of quadrature rules.
Based on the truncation errors in Table 1, the quadrature rules in Tables B.1, C.1, and C.2 are theoretically capable of
exactly integrating polynomials of up to degree 17 on the 2-simplex.
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(a) Np = 6.

(d) Np = 21.

(b) Np = 10.

(e) Np = 28.

(c) Np = 15.

(f) Np = 36.
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Fig. 3. Quadrature point locations for the quadrature rules with 2-SCP structure and Np = 6, 10, 15, 21, 28, and 36 points for the triangle (the 2-simplex).
The size of each point is scaled by the absolute value of the logarithm of the associated quadrature weight.

Finally, Table B.2 contains the optimal quadrature rule with Np = 84 points on the 3-simplex. Fig. 5 illustrates this rule.
The truncation error for this rule was found to be O(δ 10 ), enabling it to (in theory) exactly integrate polynomials of degree
≤ 9 on the 3-simplex.
5. Numerical experiments
A series of experiments were performed in order to assess how well the quadrature rules behaved in practice. In
particular, the quadrature rules were employed to approximate integrals of various monomial terms on the unit triangular
domain with vertices at (0, 0), (1, 0), and (0, 1), and the unit tetrahedral domain with vertices at (0, 0, 0), (1, 0, 0), (0, 1, 0),
and (0, 0, 1). The unit triangular and tetrahedral domains were chosen because there are convenient expressions for the
integrals of arbitrary monomial terms on these domains. Specifically, monomial terms of degree i + j = m on the unit
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(a) Np = 45, 2-SCP.

(d) Np = 45, non-(2-SCP).

(b) Np = 55, 2-SCP.

(e) Np = 55, non-(2-SCP).

(c) Np = 66, 2-SCP.

(f) Np = 66, non-(2-SCP).

Fig. 4. Quadrature point locations for the quadrature rules with 2-SCP and non-(2-SCP) structure and Np = 45, 55, and 66 points for the triangle (the
2-simplex). The size of each point is scaled by the absolute value of the logarithm of the associated quadrature weight.

triangle have the following exact integration formula
1


0



1−x

xi yj dy dx =

0

i! j!

(i + j + 2)!

,

(42)

and similarly, monomial terms of degree i + j + k = m on the unit tetrahedron have the following exact integration formula
1


0


0

1−x

1 −x −y



xi yj z k dz dy dx =
0

i! j! k!
.
(i + j + k + 3)!

(43)

The quadrature rules from this work were employed to integrate all (m + 1)(m + 2)/2 monomial terms of degree ≤ m in
2D, and all (m + 1)(m + 2)(m + 3)/6 monomial terms of degree ≤ m in 3D, where the order m was allowed to vary from 0
to 18 in 2D, and from 0 to 10 in 3D. The resulting errors associated with each quadrature rule are shown in Figs. 6–8.
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Fig. 5. Quadrature point locations for the quadrature rule with Np = 84 points for the tetrahedron (the 3-simplex). The size of each point is scaled by the
associated quadrature weight.

Fig. 6. Errors for integrating individual monomials over the unit triangle using the quadrature rules with 2-SCP structure. Machine precision is denoted
by the dashed line.

From Figs. 6–8, it is clear that each quadrature rule achieves exact integration (to within machine precision) of all
monomial terms whose order is strictly less than that of the truncation error. In other words, each quadrature rule is capable
of exactly integrating a polynomial of the expected degree.
Another set of experiments was performed in order to assess the orders of accuracy of the quadrature rules. For these
experiments, the quadrature rules were employed to integrate the following mth-degree polynomial functions in 2D
and 3D
m m
−i



g2D =

2 (i + 1) (j + 1) xi yj

i=0 j=0

(m + 1) (m + 2)
−i −j
m m
−i m



g3D =

i=0 j=0

,

(44)

6 (i + 1) (j + 1) (k + 1) xi yj z k

k =0

(m + 1) (m + 2) (m + 3)

.

(45)
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Fig. 7. Errors for integrating individual monomials over the unit triangle using the quadrature rules with non-(2-SCP) structure. Machine precision is
denoted by the dashed line.

Fig. 8. Errors for integrating individual monomials over the unit tetrahedron. Machine precision is denoted by the dashed line.

Polynomial orders of m = 60 and m = 40 were used in 2D and 3D, respectively. In addition, the quadrature rules were
utilized to integrate the following 2D and 3D transcendental functions
g̃2D =

m

k=1

g̃3D




(kπ)2 (exp [k (x + y)] + sin (kπ x) sin (kπ y))

 ,
m 1 + π 2 (exp [k] − 1)2 + cos (kπ ) (cos (kπ ) − 2)



m

(kπ )3 (exp [k (x + y + z )] + sin (kπ x) sin (kπ y) sin (kπ z ))


=
.
m π 3 (exp [k] − 1)3 + 8 sin6 (kπ /2)
k=1

(46)

(47)

For these transcendental functions, values of m = 45 and m = 20 were used in 2D and 3D, respectively.
Integration of g2D , g3D , g̃2D , and g̃3D was performed on the unit square ([0, 1] × [0, 1]) and the unit cube ([0, 1] × [0, 1] ×
[0, 1]). It should be noted that the coefficients on the terms in Eqs. (44)–(47) have a normalizing effect, ensuring that the
integrals of g2D , g3D , g̃2D , and g̃3D over the unit square and unit cube have unit values.
The experiments were performed on regular triangular grids with Ntri = 2, 8, 32, 128, 512, 2048, 8192, and 32 768
elements, and on regular tetrahedral grids with Ntet = 6, 48, 384, and 3072 elements. On these grids, the order of accuracy
of the truncation error was assessed for the quadrature rules with Np = 1, 3, 6, 10, 15, 21, and 28 points on the 2-simplex and
for the rule with Np = 84 points on the 3-simplex. Note that the results were frequently obtained on coarser grids for the
higher order quadrature rules with Np = 15, 21, and 28 points, as the results on the finer grids were polluted by round-off
errors. Furthermore, note that results could not be obtained for the high-order quadrature rules with Np = 36, 45, 55, and
66 on the 2-simplex, because the magnitudes of the errors reached the level of machine zero too rapidly during the course
of grid refinement, and therefore were polluted by roundoff errors.
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Fig. 9. Numerical orders of accuracy of quadrature rules on triangular grids for the polynomial function g2D (top, solid lines) and the transcendental
function g̃2D (bottom, dashed lines).

Fig. 10. Numerical orders of accuracy of a quadrature rule on tetrahedral grids for the polynomial function g3D (solid line) and the transcendental function
g̃3D (dashed line).

Fig. 9 and Table 2 show the orders of accuracy for the quadrature rules with Np = 1, 3, 6, 10, 15, 21, and 28 points on the
2-simplex and Fig. 10 and Table 3 show the order of accuracy for the quadrature rule with Np = 84 points on the 3-simplex.
From the figures and tables, it is clear that (at the very least) the expected order of accuracy is obtained for each quadrature
rule, and that in some cases, the order of accuracy exceeds expectations.
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Table 2
Numerical orders of accuracy for quadrature rules on the 2-simplex with Np = 1, 3, 6, 10, 15, 21, and 28 points for the polynomial function g2D and the
transcendental function g̃2D .
Nl

Np

Ntri

δ

Error magnitude g

1

1

2
8
32
128
512
2048
8192
32768

1.414e+00
7.071e−01
3.536e−01
1.768e−01
8.839e−02
4.419e−02
2.210e−02
1.105e−02

9.772e−01
8.964e−01
6.311e−01
2.821e−01
9.010e−02
2.439e−02
6.232e−03
1.567e−03

0.125
0.506
1.162
1.647
1.885
1.969
1.992

8.914e−01
7.792e−01
5.542e−01
2.499e−01
7.363e−02
1.885e−02
4.728e−03
1.183e−03

0.194
0.492
1.149
1.763
1.965
1.996
1.999

2
8
32
128
512
2048
8192
32768

1.414e+00
7.071e−01
3.536e−01
1.768e−01
8.839e−02
4.419e−02
2.210e−02
1.105e−02

8.695e−01
5.427e−01
1.657e−01
2.611e−02
2.492e−03
1.790e−04
1.162e−05
7.331e−07

0.680
1.711
2.666
3.389
3.799
3.945
3.986

7.418e−01
4.792e−01
1.485e−01
1.485e−02
5.962e−04
1.920e−05
8.074e−07
4.378e−08

0.631
1.690
3.322
4.639
4.957
4.571
4.205

2
8
32
128
512
2048
8192
32768

1.414e+00
7.071e−01
3.536e−01
1.768e−01
8.839e−02
4.419e−02
2.210e−02
1.105e−02

5.838e−01
1.818e−01
2.451e−02
1.415e−03
3.892e−05
7.265e−07
1.190e−08
1.883e−10

1.683
2.891
4.114
5.184
5.744
5.931
5.982

5.012e−01
1.538e−01
7.366e−03
6.062e−04
3.163e−05
6.841e−07
1.163e−08
1.857e−10

1.704
4.384
3.603
4.260
5.531
5.878
5.969

2
8
32
128
512
2048
8192
32768

1.414e+00
7.071e−01
3.536e−01
1.768e−01
8.839e−02
4.419e−02
2.210e−02
1.105e−02

2.713e−01
4.679e−02
3.152e−03
7.563e−05
1.071e−06
1.490e−08
2.231e−10
3.466e−12

2.536
3.892
5.381
6.142
6.167
6.062
6.008

2.292e−01
1.562e−02
1.266e−03
3.513e−05
5.392e−08
7.349e−09
1.485e−10
2.478e−12

3.876
3.625
5.171
9.348
2.875
5.629
5.905

2
8
32
128
512
2048
8192

1.414e+00
7.071e−01
3.536e−01
1.768e−01
8.839e−02
4.419e−02
2.210e−02

1.007e−01
1.085e−02
3.298e−04
3.200e−06
1.738e−08
7.497e−11
2.899e−13

3.214
5.040
6.687
7.525
7.857
8.015

5.102e−02
3.242e−03
1.204e−04
4.728e−07
8.652e−09
4.585e−11
1.840e−13

3.976
4.751
7.992
5.772
7.560
7.961

2
8
32
128
512
2048

1.414e+00
7.071e−01
3.536e−01
1.768e−01
8.839e−02
4.419e−02

5.106e−02
2.941e−03
3.820e−05
1.447e−07
2.451e−10
3.033e−13

4.118
6.267
8.044
9.206
9.659

3.011e−02
1.165e−03
2.350e−05
8.415e−08
9.915e−11
1.118e−13

4.692
5.632
8.125
9.729
9.792

2
8
32
128
512

1.414e+00
7.071e−01
3.536e−01
1.768e−01
8.839e−02

1.640e−02
4.760e−04
2.383e−06
2.741e−09
1.209e−12

5.107
7.642
9.764
11.147

5.962e−03
2.185e−04
1.214e−06
4.858e−10
1.519e−13

4.770
7.492
11.287
11.643

2

3

4

5

6

7

3

6

10

15

21

28

Order g

Error magnitude g̃

Order g̃

Table 3
Numerical orders of accuracy for the quadrature rule on the 3-simplex with Np = 84 points for the polynomial function g3D and the transcendental function
g̃3D .
Nl

Np

Ntet

δ

Error magnitude g

7

84

6
48
384
3072

1.732e+00
8.660e−01
4.330e−01
2.165e−01

3.074e−03
2.220e−05
3.046e−08
1.021e−11

Order g

Error magnitude g̃

Order g̃

7.113
9.509
11.543

4.990e−03
5.453e−05
7.890e−08
3.049e−11

6.516
9.433
11.337

6. Conclusion
This work has identified a collection of optimal quadrature rules with Np = 1, 3, 6, 10, 15, 21, 28, 36, 45, 55, and 66
points on the 2-simplex and Np = 84 points on the 3-simplex. These quadrature rules were shown to be symmetric, possess
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Fig. A.1. Baseline convention for numbering quadrature points on a triangle for the case of Np = 15.

(b) Rotated 120◦ CCW.

(a) Baseline.

(c) Rotated 240◦ CCW.

Fig. A.2. Potential orientations of quadrature point numberings on a triangle for the case of Np = 15.

positive quadrature weights, and have all quadrature points located within the interiors of the simplexes. Furthermore, the
majority of the quadrature rules where shown to maintain a SCP-type structure, which facilitates the formulation of indexing
conventions and mappings that arise in the context of finite element methods. Finally, numerical experiments verified
that the quadrature rules are capable of accurately integrating high-degree polynomial functions and highly-nonlinear
transcendental functions. Taken together, these favorable properties of the quadrature rules make them particularly wellsuited for applications in the fields of mechanical engineering, aeronautical engineering, and computational physics.

Appendix A. Mapping the indices of quadrature points on the 2-simplex
When discontinuous finite element methods are employed on 3D meshes of simplex elements, the solution is (in general)
double-valued at the 2-simplex interfaces between the 3-simplex elements, as the solution on the faces of each element is
not constrained to be identical to the solution on the faces of neighboring elements. Because of the double-valued nature
of the solution, it is convenient to integrate over faces in the mesh by defining sets of quadrature points associated with
each face of each element in the mesh, where it should be noted that the quadrature points on adjacent faces must be
collocated. However, while these points are collocated, they are not guaranteed to be ordered (index-wise) in the same way,
as their indexing may depend on the orientation of the element with which they are associated. Thus, it may be necessary to
construct mappings between indices of the collocated points in order to determine the appropriate pairs of solution values at
these points, and to enable the numerical integration of single-valued functions of the pairs of solution values at these points.
In practice, creating a mapping between the indices of the collocated points on a pair of adjacent 2-simplex faces is a
simpler task if the points on each 2-simplex are arranged in a layered structure consistent with the corresponding 2-SCP
configuration. In this case, the points can be numbered in increasing order from left to right and bottom to top. An example
of the numbering convention is shown in Fig. A.1 for the case of Np = 15.
In general, the index i = 0, . . . , Np − 1 for each point can be computed based on the number of layers Nl via the
following pseudo code
for j = 0 → (Nl − 1) do
for k = 0 → (Nl − j− 1) do



i ← jNl −

end for
end for

j(j−1)
2

+k
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Table B.1
Quadrature rules with Np = 1, 3, 6, 10, 15, 21, 28, and 36 points for the triangle (the 2-simplex). Note that the quadrature point locations for these rules
are consistent with the 2-SCP configurations.
Nl

i

ai,1

ai,2

ai,3

wi

1

1

0.333333333333333

0.333333333333333

0.333333333333333

1.000000000000000

2

1
2
3

0.666666666666667
0.166666666666667
0.166666666666667

0.166666666666667
0.666666666666667
0.166666666666667

0.166666666666667
0.166666666666667
0.666666666666667

0.333333333333333
0.333333333333333
0.333333333333333

3

1
2
3
4
5
6

0.816847572980440
0.091576213509780
0.091576213509780
0.445948490915964
0.445948490915964
0.108103018168071

0.091576213509780
0.816847572980440
0.091576213509780
0.445948490915964
0.108103018168071
0.445948490915964

0.091576213509780
0.091576213509780
0.816847572980440
0.108103018168071
0.445948490915964
0.445948490915964

0.109951743655333
0.109951743655333
0.109951743655333
0.223381589678000
0.223381589678000
0.223381589678000

4

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

0.888871894660413
0.055564052669793
0.055564052669793
0.295533711735893
0.295533711735893
0.070255540518384
0.634210747745723
0.634210747745723
0.070255540518384
0.333333333333333

0.055564052669793
0.888871894660413
0.055564052669793
0.634210747745723
0.070255540518384
0.295533711735893
0.295533711735893
0.070255540518384
0.634210747745723
0.333333333333333

0.055564052669793
0.055564052669793
0.888871894660413
0.070255540518384
0.634210747745723
0.634210747745723
0.070255540518384
0.295533711735893
0.295533711735893
0.333333333333333

0.041955512996649
0.041955512996649
0.041955512996649
0.112098412070887
0.112098412070887
0.112098412070887
0.112098412070887
0.112098412070887
0.112098412070887
0.201542988584730

5

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

0.928258244608533
0.035870877695734
0.035870877695734
0.516541208464066
0.241729395767967
0.241729395767967
0.474308787777079
0.474308787777079
0.051382424445843
0.201503881881800
0.201503881881800
0.047312487011716
0.751183631106484
0.751183631106484
0.047312487011716

0.035870877695734
0.928258244608533
0.035870877695734
0.241729395767967
0.516541208464066
0.241729395767967
0.474308787777079
0.051382424445843
0.474308787777079
0.751183631106484
0.047312487011716
0.201503881881800
0.201503881881800
0.047312487011716
0.751183631106484

0.035870877695734
0.035870877695734
0.928258244608533
0.241729395767967
0.241729395767967
0.516541208464066
0.051382424445843
0.474308787777079
0.474308787777079
0.047312487011716
0.751183631106484
0.751183631106484
0.047312487011716
0.201503881881800
0.201503881881800

0.017915455012303
0.017915455012303
0.017915455012303
0.127712195881265
0.127712195881265
0.127712195881265
0.076206062385535
0.076206062385535
0.076206062385535
0.055749810027115
0.055749810027115
0.055749810027115
0.055749810027115
0.055749810027115
0.055749810027115

6

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

0.943774095634672
0.028112952182664
0.028112952182664
0.645721803061365
0.177139098469317
0.177139098469317
0.405508595867433
0.405508595867433
0.188982808265134
0.148565812270887
0.148565812270887
0.033533207700614
0.817900980028499
0.817900980028499
0.033533207700614
0.357196298615681
0.357196298615681
0.037824789609186
0.604978911775132
0.604978911775132
0.037824789609186

0.028112952182664
0.943774095634672
0.028112952182664
0.177139098469317
0.645721803061365
0.177139098469317
0.405508595867433
0.188982808265134
0.405508595867433
0.817900980028499
0.033533207700614
0.148565812270887
0.148565812270887
0.033533207700614
0.817900980028499
0.604978911775132
0.037824789609186
0.357196298615681
0.357196298615681
0.037824789609186
0.604978911775132

0.028112952182664
0.028112952182664
0.943774095634672
0.177139098469317
0.177139098469317
0.645721803061365
0.188982808265134
0.405508595867433
0.405508595867433
0.033533207700614
0.817900980028499
0.817900980028499
0.033533207700614
0.148565812270887
0.148565812270887
0.037824789609186
0.604978911775132
0.604978911775132
0.037824789609186
0.357196298615681
0.357196298615681

0.010359374696538
0.010359374696538
0.010359374696538
0.075394884326738
0.075394884326738
0.075394884326738
0.097547802373242
0.097547802373242
0.097547802373242
0.028969269372473
0.028969269372473
0.028969269372473
0.028969269372473
0.028969269372473
0.028969269372473
0.046046366595935
0.046046366595935
0.046046366595935
0.046046366595935
0.046046366595935
0.046046366595935

7

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

0.960045625755613
0.019977187122193
0.019977187122193
0.736556464940005
0.131721767529998
0.131721767529998
0.333333333333333
0.485135346793461
0.485135346793461
0.029729306413079

0.019977187122193
0.960045625755613
0.019977187122193
0.131721767529998
0.736556464940005
0.131721767529998
0.333333333333333
0.485135346793461
0.029729306413079
0.485135346793461

0.019977187122193
0.019977187122193
0.960045625755613
0.131721767529998
0.131721767529998
0.736556464940005
0.333333333333333
0.029729306413079
0.485135346793461
0.485135346793461

0.005272170280495
0.005272170280495
0.005272170280495
0.044552936679504
0.044552936679504
0.044552936679504
0.083608212215637
0.033815712804198
0.033815712804198
0.033815712804198
(continued on next page)
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Table B.1 (continued)
Nl

8

i

ai,1

ai,2

ai,3

wi

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

0.107951981846011
0.107951981846011
0.024136808036039
0.867911210117951
0.867911210117951
0.024136808036039
0.270840772921567
0.270840772921567
0.028286656697710
0.700872570380723
0.700872570380723
0.028286656697710
0.316549598844617
0.316549598844617
0.146795716949245
0.536654684206138
0.536654684206138
0.146795716949245

0.867911210117951
0.024136808036039
0.107951981846011
0.107951981846011
0.024136808036039
0.867911210117951
0.700872570380723
0.028286656697710
0.270840772921567
0.270840772921567
0.028286656697710
0.700872570380723
0.536654684206138
0.146795716949245
0.316549598844617
0.316549598844617
0.146795716949245
0.536654684206138

0.024136808036039
0.867911210117951
0.867911210117951
0.024136808036039
0.107951981846011
0.107951981846011
0.028286656697710
0.700872570380723
0.700872570380723
0.028286656697710
0.270840772921567
0.270840772921567
0.146795716949245
0.536654684206138
0.536654684206138
0.146795716949245
0.316549598844617
0.316549598844617

0.015710461340183
0.015710461340183
0.015710461340183
0.015710461340183
0.015710461340183
0.015710461340183
0.028205136280616
0.028205136280616
0.028205136280616
0.028205136280616
0.028205136280616
0.028205136280616
0.066995957127830
0.066995957127830
0.066995957127830
0.066995957127830
0.066995957127830
0.066995957127830

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36

0.957657154441070
0.021171422779465
0.021171422779465
0.798831205208225
0.100584397395888
0.100584397395888
0.457923384576135
0.271038307711932
0.271038307711932
0.440191258403832
0.440191258403832
0.119617483192335
0.101763679498021
0.101763679498021
0.018256679074748
0.879979641427232
0.879979641427232
0.018256679074748
0.394033271669987
0.394033271669987
0.023404705466341
0.582562022863673
0.582562022863673
0.023404705466341
0.226245530909229
0.226245530909229
0.022223854547989
0.751530614542782
0.751530614542782
0.022223854547989
0.635737183263105
0.635737183263105
0.115183589115563
0.249079227621332
0.249079227621332
0.115183589115563

0.021171422779465
0.957657154441070
0.021171422779465
0.100584397395888
0.798831205208225
0.100584397395888
0.271038307711932
0.457923384576135
0.271038307711932
0.440191258403832
0.119617483192335
0.440191258403832
0.879979641427232
0.018256679074748
0.101763679498021
0.101763679498021
0.018256679074748
0.879979641427232
0.582562022863673
0.023404705466341
0.394033271669987
0.394033271669987
0.023404705466341
0.582562022863673
0.751530614542782
0.022223854547989
0.226245530909229
0.226245530909229
0.022223854547989
0.751530614542782
0.249079227621332
0.115183589115563
0.635737183263105
0.635737183263105
0.115183589115563
0.249079227621332

0.021171422779465
0.021171422779465
0.957657154441070
0.100584397395888
0.100584397395888
0.798831205208225
0.271038307711932
0.271038307711932
0.457923384576135
0.119617483192335
0.440191258403832
0.440191258403832
0.018256679074748
0.879979641427232
0.879979641427232
0.018256679074748
0.101763679498021
0.101763679498021
0.023404705466341
0.582562022863673
0.582562022863673
0.023404705466341
0.394033271669987
0.394033271669987
0.022223854547989
0.751530614542782
0.751530614542782
0.022223854547989
0.226245530909229
0.226245530909229
0.115183589115563
0.249079227621332
0.249079227621332
0.115183589115563
0.635737183263105
0.635737183263105

0.005639123786910
0.005639123786910
0.005639123786910
0.027148968192278
0.027148968192278
0.027148968192278
0.063100912533359
0.063100912533359
0.063100912533359
0.051752795679899
0.051752795679899
0.051752795679899
0.009866753574646
0.009866753574646
0.009866753574646
0.009866753574646
0.009866753574646
0.009866753574646
0.022008204800147
0.022008204800147
0.022008204800147
0.022008204800147
0.022008204800147
0.022008204800147
0.016644570076736
0.016644570076736
0.016644570076736
0.016644570076736
0.016644570076736
0.016644570076736
0.044326238118914
0.044326238118914
0.044326238118914
0.044326238118914
0.044326238118914
0.044326238118914

Now, the points (with index i) must be related to the collocated points (with index in ) on the adjacent face. In order to relate
these points, one must consider all three possible orientations of points (with indices i0 , i1 , and i2 ) on the adjacent face.
Fig. A.2, shows an example of the three possible orientations of points on the adjacent face for the case of Np = 15.
In general, the points with indices i0 , i1 , or i2 can be mapped to the appropriate (collocated) points with index i via the
mappings Mi0 , Mi1 , and Mi2 that are defined (in pseudocode) as follows
for j = 0 → (Nl − 1) do
for k = 0 → (Nl − j − 
1) do
Mi2 ← jNl −

end for
end for

j(j−1)
2

+ Nl − j − k − 1
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Table B.2
Quadrature rule with Np = 84 points for the tetrahedron (the 3-simplex).
Nl

i

ai,1

ai,2

ai,3

ai,4

wi

7

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69

0.919364576755549
0.026878474414817
0.026878474414817
0.026878474414817
0.438577972589591
0.187140675803470
0.187140675803470
0.187140675803470
0.473575835127937
0.473575835127937
0.473575835127937
0.026424164872063
0.026424164872063
0.026424164872063
0.352045262027356
0.352045262027356
0.352045262027356
0.147954737972644
0.147954737972644
0.147954737972644
0.225783205866940
0.225783205866940
0.225783205866940
0.020953442220056
0.020953442220056
0.020953442220056
0.732309909692947
0.732309909692947
0.732309909692947
0.020953442220056
0.020953442220056
0.020953442220056
0.158462939666092
0.158462939666092
0.158462939666092
0.096989733123466
0.096989733123466
0.096989733123466
0.647557594086975
0.647557594086975
0.647557594086975
0.096989733123466
0.096989733123466
0.096989733123466
0.322111431830857
0.322111431830857
0.322111431830857
0.033665704507429
0.792939256469618
0.097608162890442
0.097608162890442
0.792939256469618
0.097608162890442
0.097608162890442
0.792939256469618
0.097608162890442
0.097608162890442
0.011844417749498
0.011844417749498
0.011844417749498
0.541184412800237
0.296501020543124
0.133558160703568
0.541184412800237
0.133558160703568
0.296501020543124
0.541184412800237
0.296501020543124
0.133558160703568

0.026878474414817
0.919364576755549
0.026878474414817
0.026878474414817
0.187140675803470
0.438577972589591
0.187140675803470
0.187140675803470
0.473575835127937
0.026424164872063
0.026424164872063
0.473575835127937
0.473575835127937
0.026424164872063
0.352045262027356
0.147954737972644
0.147954737972644
0.352045262027356
0.352045262027356
0.147954737972644
0.732309909692947
0.020953442220056
0.020953442220056
0.225783205866940
0.225783205866940
0.020953442220056
0.225783205866940
0.020953442220056
0.020953442220056
0.732309909692947
0.732309909692947
0.020953442220056
0.647557594086975
0.096989733123466
0.096989733123466
0.158462939666092
0.158462939666092
0.096989733123466
0.158462939666092
0.096989733123466
0.096989733123466
0.647557594086975
0.647557594086975
0.096989733123466
0.322111431830857
0.322111431830857
0.033665704507429
0.322111431830857
0.097608162890442
0.792939256469618
0.097608162890442
0.097608162890442
0.792939256469618
0.097608162890442
0.011844417749498
0.011844417749498
0.011844417749498
0.792939256469618
0.097608162890442
0.097608162890442
0.133558160703568
0.541184412800237
0.296501020543124
0.296501020543124
0.541184412800237
0.133558160703568
0.133558160703568
0.541184412800237
0.296501020543124

0.026878474414817
0.026878474414817
0.919364576755549
0.026878474414817
0.187140675803470
0.187140675803470
0.438577972589591
0.187140675803470
0.026424164872063
0.473575835127937
0.026424164872063
0.473575835127937
0.026424164872063
0.473575835127937
0.147954737972644
0.352045262027356
0.147954737972644
0.352045262027356
0.147954737972644
0.352045262027356
0.020953442220056
0.732309909692947
0.020953442220056
0.732309909692947
0.020953442220056
0.225783205866940
0.020953442220056
0.225783205866940
0.020953442220056
0.225783205866940
0.020953442220056
0.732309909692947
0.096989733123466
0.647557594086975
0.096989733123466
0.647557594086975
0.096989733123466
0.158462939666092
0.096989733123466
0.158462939666092
0.096989733123466
0.158462939666092
0.096989733123466
0.647557594086975
0.322111431830857
0.033665704507429
0.322111431830857
0.322111431830857
0.097608162890442
0.097608162890442
0.792939256469618
0.011844417749498
0.011844417749498
0.011844417749498
0.097608162890442
0.792939256469618
0.097608162890442
0.097608162890442
0.792939256469618
0.097608162890442
0.296501020543124
0.133558160703568
0.541184412800237
0.133558160703568
0.296501020543124
0.541184412800237
0.028756405953071
0.028756405953071
0.028756405953071

0.026878474414817
0.026878474414817
0.026878474414817
0.919364576755549
0.187140675803470
0.187140675803470
0.187140675803470
0.438577972589591
0.026424164872063
0.026424164872063
0.473575835127937
0.026424164872063
0.473575835127937
0.473575835127937
0.147954737972644
0.147954737972644
0.352045262027356
0.147954737972644
0.352045262027356
0.352045262027356
0.020953442220056
0.020953442220056
0.732309909692947
0.020953442220056
0.732309909692947
0.732309909692947
0.020953442220056
0.020953442220056
0.225783205866940
0.020953442220056
0.225783205866940
0.225783205866940
0.096989733123466
0.096989733123466
0.647557594086975
0.096989733123466
0.647557594086975
0.647557594086975
0.096989733123466
0.096989733123466
0.158462939666092
0.096989733123466
0.158462939666092
0.158462939666092
0.033665704507429
0.322111431830857
0.322111431830857
0.322111431830857
0.011844417749498
0.011844417749498
0.011844417749498
0.097608162890442
0.097608162890442
0.792939256469618
0.097608162890442
0.097608162890442
0.792939256469618
0.097608162890442
0.097608162890442
0.792939256469618
0.028756405953071
0.028756405953071
0.028756405953071
0.028756405953071
0.028756405953071
0.028756405953071
0.296501020543124
0.133558160703568
0.541184412800237

0.002144935144316
0.002144935144316
0.002144935144316
0.002144935144316
0.020826641690769
0.020826641690769
0.020826641690769
0.020826641690769
0.007210136064455
0.007210136064455
0.007210136064455
0.007210136064455
0.007210136064455
0.007210136064455
0.030798919159712
0.030798919159712
0.030798919159712
0.030798919159712
0.030798919159712
0.030798919159712
0.004357844813864
0.004357844813864
0.004357844813864
0.004357844813864
0.004357844813864
0.004357844813864
0.004357844813864
0.004357844813864
0.004357844813864
0.004357844813864
0.004357844813864
0.004357844813864
0.008593530677833
0.008593530677833
0.008593530677833
0.008593530677833
0.008593530677833
0.008593530677833
0.008593530677833
0.008593530677833
0.008593530677833
0.008593530677833
0.008593530677833
0.008593530677833
0.023000681669286
0.023000681669286
0.023000681669286
0.023000681669286
0.004863063904912
0.004863063904912
0.004863063904912
0.004863063904912
0.004863063904912
0.004863063904912
0.004863063904912
0.004863063904912
0.004863063904912
0.004863063904912
0.004863063904912
0.004863063904912
0.015595140078259
0.015595140078259
0.015595140078259
0.015595140078259
0.015595140078259
0.015595140078259
0.015595140078259
0.015595140078259
0.015595140078259
(continued on next page)
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Table B.2 (continued)
Nl

i

ai,1

ai,2

ai,3

ai,4

wi

70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84

0.541184412800237
0.133558160703568
0.296501020543124
0.541184412800237
0.296501020543124
0.133558160703568
0.541184412800237
0.133558160703568
0.296501020543124
0.028756405953071
0.028756405953071
0.028756405953071
0.028756405953071
0.028756405953071
0.028756405953071

0.296501020543124
0.541184412800237
0.133558160703568
0.028756405953071
0.028756405953071
0.028756405953071
0.028756405953071
0.028756405953071
0.028756405953071
0.541184412800237
0.296501020543124
0.133558160703568
0.541184412800237
0.133558160703568
0.296501020543124

0.028756405953071
0.028756405953071
0.028756405953071
0.133558160703568
0.541184412800237
0.296501020543124
0.296501020543124
0.541184412800237
0.133558160703568
0.133558160703568
0.541184412800237
0.296501020543124
0.296501020543124
0.541184412800237
0.133558160703568

0.133558160703568
0.296501020543124
0.541184412800237
0.296501020543124
0.133558160703568
0.541184412800237
0.133558160703568
0.296501020543124
0.541184412800237
0.296501020543124
0.133558160703568
0.541184412800237
0.133558160703568
0.296501020543124
0.541184412800237

0.015595140078259
0.015595140078259
0.015595140078259
0.015595140078259
0.015595140078259
0.015595140078259
0.015595140078259
0.015595140078259
0.015595140078259
0.015595140078259
0.015595140078259
0.015595140078259
0.015595140078259
0.015595140078259
0.015595140078259

for j = 0 → (Nl − 1) do
for k = 0 → (Nl − j −
 1) do
Mi1 ←

Nl (Nl +1)
2

−

(k+j)(k+j+1)
2



−j−1

end for
end for
for j = 0 → (Nl − 1) do
for k = 0 → (Nl 
− j − 1) do
Mi0 ← kNl −

k(k−1)
2

+j

end for
end for
These mappings are convenient, as they hold for all quadrature rules for which the points are arranged in layers that
are consistent with the corresponding 2-SCP configurations. For quadrature rules that do not possess this structure, the
mappings do not hold, and bespoke mappings must be created. The creation of bespoke mappings is inconvenient and
maybe expensive or intractable (from a practical standpoint) for quadrature rules with a large number of points. For this
reason, quadrature rules with points that are arranged in layers (similar to the 2-SCP layers) are preferred.
As a final note, one should consider the following caveat. Some caution must be exercised if the quadrature points on
the faces of the elements are used for interpolation purposes as well as integration purposes, as they must not only have
mappings (for interface-matching purposes) but they must also be ‘well-conditioned’ for interpolation (i.e. they must have
small Lebesgue constants). In [31], the favorable interpolatory conditioning of the first six quadrature rules on the 2-simplex
from this article (with Np = 1 to Np = 21 points) and the six quadrature rules on the 3-simplex (due to Shunn and Ham [17])
was demonstrated. However, for several higher order rules in this article, favorable interpolation conditioning has yet to be
verified, and some care should be taken if they are to be used as interpolation points. This topic will not be discussed further
here, but for additional details please see [31–33].
Appendix B. Quadrature rules on the 2-simplex and 3-simplex
See Tables B.1 and B.2.
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